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Executive summary

How has a year that no one predicted shifted
the hierarchy of risk assessment in the minds
of Australian mining executives?
This year’s survey throws up a range
of interesting results. Over the
past year, the mining industry has
grappled with a range of challenges
linked to the COVID-19 pandemic,
including workforce availability and
wellbeing, supplier liquidity, and
cyber risk.

Interestingly, it seems the industry is
starting to view climate change action
as a commercial opportunity, as well
as a societal challenge. As a recent
KPMG / Eurasia Group report found
we are now seeing climate go “from a
playground of global cooperation to an
arena of global competition.”

Yet as the world responds to the
pandemic, a range of opportunities
have also arisen – surging
commodity prices spurred by
stimulatory spending and investors
seeking out safe havens, new
demand for the raw materials
necessary to drive the zero carbon
transition, and an opportunity to
reassess traditional established
practices and norms.

While the world’s attention has
been focused on the costs of
renewable technologies themselves,
comparatively little attention has
been paid to the supply chain that
make those technologies possible.
Those keen to accelerate the energy
transition must now prioritise
working with the mining sector to
help it deliver. As KPMG’s Resourcing
the energy transition report points
out, there is an underappreciated
aspect to the energy transition: the
supply of clean energy depends on
mined natural resources.

Overall, this year’s survey finds
Australian mining executives in a
relatively buoyant mood, wary of
the changes facing the sector, but
optimistic about their company’s and
the industry’s capacity to respond.
While it may be surprising during
these times to see commodity price
risk reclaim top spot on the list,
industry veterans will be very aware
of the cost blowouts and inefficiency
that can creep into systems and
practices during upswings. The risk
here is that it leaves companies
vulnerable when commodity price
momentum shifts direction.

I hope you enjoy reading the
insights discussed in this report
and trust they will provide ample
food for thought as you consider
the potential scenarios, risks and
opportunities that may lie ahead.

CARON SUGARS
Australian Mining
Risk Assurance Partner
KPMG Australia

NICK HARRIDGE
Partner
Australian Mining Leader
KPMG Australia
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Top Industry Risks
We asked Australian mining executives to identify the leading risks
facing the mining industry – their collective responses and ranking
vs 2020/21 is shown below:
2021

2020

Commodity price risks

1

Climate change and natural disasters

Community relations and social license to operate

2

Commodity price risk

Global trade war

3

Global trade war

Global pandemic

4

Economic downturn/uncertainty

Economic downturn/uncertainty

5

Regulatory and compliance changes/burden

Environmental risks

6

Community relations and social license to operate

Health, safety, and security risks

7

Ability to access and replace reserves

Access to key talent

8

Access to capital, including liquidity

Regulatory and compliance changes / burden

9

Environmental risks, including new regulations

Cyber and IT security risks

10

Health, safety andsecurity risks
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Commodity
price risk

Commodity price risks have been
a perennial top order concern in our
annual research reports. But the
fact it has claimed top spot in this
particular moment is, perhaps,
a little surprising at first glance.
The general situation and outlook
for commodity prices has rarely
been stronger, although there are
exceptions. Surging iron ore has
been critical to Australia’s economic
recovery. Lithium, gold, rare earths
– all have been enjoying price gains
spurred by the stimulatory splurges
of government and need for investor
safe havens globally.
Yet for those familiar with the
aggressively cyclical nature of the
mining sector, commodity price
risk’s position at No. 1 this year is
more understandable. Executives
responding to this year’s survey
are no doubt recalling previous
periods which saw operating and
capital costs quietly blow out, as
inefficiency crept into processes
as the focus shifted to maximising
tonnes. Perhaps tellingly, ‘operating
costs’ is a risk that has dropped out
of this year’s top ten. Depending
on where prices go over the next
12 months, this may emerge with
renewed focus.

We believe that now is the time
for mining companies to maintain
rigour on updating and improving
the efficiency of their operations
even though the imperative may
not feel urgent. Companies that
make the effort to maintain discipline
and streamline processes today
will be the ones who fare best
when times change.
Weighing on mining executives’
considerations is no doubt the fact we
are approaching an epoch shift in terms
of the world’s energy and the different
levels of demand that will create.
The coming decades will see
geopolitical power shift from oildominated to metal-dominated
countries. KPMG’s Global Head of
Mining Trevor Hart has dubbed this a
shift from “OPEC to OMEC” – as the
relatively small number of nations
holding deposits of critical minerals
like lithium, graphite, vanadium,
cobalt and indium capitalise. Copper,
nickel, and rare earths will also
see surges in demand because
of their use in renewable energy
infrastructure and batteries.
The challenge for modern mining
companies is to ensure that nations
that produce these metals collaborate
constructively with industry to ensure
the world can access the resources
it requires to keep pace with the
transition to a low carbon world.
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Community relations
and social license to operate
The number two risk this year
has moved all the way from sixth
position last year. Small wonder.
The fundamental idea that success
in mining this century will be
defined not just by profits, but by
more holistic factors that have
emerged in our 2019 survey.
Maintaining a social license to
operate, however, looms as an
ever more complex problem for
executives to deal with. This is
further complicated by the increased
risk related to the need for diligent
management of sites with cultural
heritage significance.
In addition to community groups and
activists, investors have also joined
the push for mining companies to take
greater responsibility for the land and
the people impacted by their operations.

This development is having an effect
on capital flows. Where once these
flows were influenced principally by
commodity price, investors are now
applying far more weight to ESG
matters when making decisions about
where to deploy capital.
An overwhelming majority of those
surveyed (92 per cent) indicated that
“the ability for mining companies
to achieve success in the long
run is also becoming increasingly
dependent upon their ability to
define success in a broader term
than financial, and look more
holistically at all stakeholder
returns including government and
communities”. A further 88 per cent
agree it was important for mining
companies to have a clear and
measurable ESG statement.

Interestingly though, only a 46 per
cent minority agree with the idea
that investor ESG expectations and
measures are clearly understood
and consistent across the market.
This suggests that mining leaders
understand there are expectations to
meet, but that the goalposts are also
shifting in inscrutable ways.
This presents as an opportunity for
Australian mining companies to more
proactively educate investors about
their practices and ethics and also
to listen to investors carefully about
what is expected of them.
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Global trade war, Global pandemic,
and Economic downturn / uncertainty
Global trade war and global pandemic
(a new entrant to the top 10 this year)
share third position on the survey
this year.

With global health experts warning
the next pandemic is a case of ‘when’
and not ‘if,’ executives understand how
swiftly theory can become reality.

Although the sector has demonstrated
great agility and skill managing during
the pandemic, no one knows when
the end might be, but it has certainly
awoken the sector to the threat of
pandemics in general.

The global trade war situation is
arguably an even more complex
scenario to grapple with. In KPMG’s
Global Mining Survey, it is not
considered a top five risk factor, but
here in Australia it is looming larger.

Of course, this threat is nothing
new. For years global bodies like
the World Economic Forum warned
about the risk of pandemics, but lived
experiences of concerns regarding
staff health, supply chain resiliency and
agility of continuity plans enhanced
understanding of this threat.

“The departure of the Trump
administration has diffused much of
the geopolitical heat around a trade
war between China and the US.
However, in Australia, the relationship
with China has reached a low point,”
says Dr Merriden Varrall, Director of
KPMG’s Australia Geopolitics Hub.”

Trade barriers, tariffs and restrictions
on key Australian exports to China
remain a very real concern.”
Taking all of the aforementioned into
account, it is no surprise then that
economic downturn/ uncertainty is
number five on the risk list. This risk
serves almost as a summary of the
risks that are listed before. It is the
natural question mark on the horizon
relating to when this chapter of
economic good fortune for the industry
may draw to an end. Whilst there are
no signs indicating this time is near,
executives who have lived through
the cyclical nature of the industry are
keeping a watchful eye on the horizon.
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Environmental risks
Environmental risks, including new
regulation, loom as the sixth most
prominent risk in the mind of mining
executives (ninth last year).
KPMG has noted a genuine sharpening
of focus from mining clients in
this space over the past year, with
climate risk now firmly on the radar
of investors and regulators. And,
whilst climate change risk (number
one on last year’s risk survey) is
not included in this year’s top 10, it
appears that respondents have this
year consolidated their views on the
climate, the environment and social
licence to operate. The result is that
both environmental risk and social
licence to operate risk have moved
up the ladder in this year’s survey.

The World Economic Forum’s top two
most likely global risks in 2020 were
extreme weather and climate action
failure, with the former being flagged
as the number one risk response
blind spot.
The threats that environmental risks,
including climate change, present to
mining are varied. In the Australian
context, it’s not just bushfires that are
a concern. A warming climate would
be likely to contribute to cyclones
forcing mine shutdowns, water supply
sapped by drought, and torrential
rainfall impacting both productivity
and infrastructure like tailings dams.
The regulatory response to
environmental damage and climate
change, of course, carries its own
set of risks. Progressive new rafts of
legislation in jurisdictions including
the US and EU are likely to have a
large impact on significant sections
of the mining sector, which in time
may also be replicated in Australia.
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Access to key talent
and Health, safety and
security risks
The health safety and security risk
has moved up the list, unsurprising
given the impact of the pandemic.
Health and safety is always the
primary concern in mining, but
a broader conception of wellbeing
has now firmly established itself
in management consciousness.
The precariousness of not just supply
chains, but of labour, revealed itself
clearly over the last year. Mining
companies were forced to consider
not just the availability of employees,
but their mental health and wellbeing
given the impact of border closures
and quarantine requirements.
As the crisis has worn on, access
to key talent has emerged as a
structural problem. With closed
borders restricting importation of
human capital, labour costs are
rising across all levels of staffing.

Several prominent miners have
attributed missing production
targets dues to shortages of
workers such as truck drivers –
and whilst for a number of years
the industry has been aware of a
looming potential shortage in skilled
staff, this dearth of staff across the
board was not expected.
With all indications being at least
another six to twelve months of
international borders remaining
closed, with further virus mutations
and immunisation rollouts, mining
leaders are forced to face into an
uncertain period without easy
access to labour.
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Regulatory and compliance changes
and Cyber and IT security risks
Regulatory and compliance risk is a
perpetual area of concern for mining
in Australia, and so it remains this
year. Although, it has moved down
the list as more pressing concerns
for executives have arisen.
Despite the pandemic, the pressure
on Australian governments at all levels
to introduce more stringent regulation
has not dropped.
On top of this, mining companies
are now being forced to contend
with the threat of high-impact cyberattacks – including cyber conflict and
ransomware. Cyber criminals have
capitalised on the disruption of the
pandemic and industrialised the scale
at which they can launch attacks.

COVID-19 and a massive shift to remote
working have seen a meteoric rise
in ransomware incidents and mining
companies present as potentially
attractive targets. According to the
2020 Harvey Nash / KPMG CIO
Survey, 41 per cent of organisations
reported experiencing increased
incidents while employees are working
from home.

Cyber is not just an issue for mining
companies but for all on whom they
rely as well – which increases the
magnitude of the risk and is likely why
the risk has moved into the top 10. We
envisage this is likely to only grow as
a risk priority for mining companies in
the future. Response preparedness
will be critical to ensure disruption and
loss is minimised.

Cyber and IT security risks didn’t crack
the top ten last year, but it arrives this
year as the digital realm grows ever
larger and more interconnected and
high-profile incidents are making the
news. One such example, that of the
Colonial Pipeline in the US, brought
home that attacks like these impact
supply chains.
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Stepping back

Broad perspective
of Australian mining
executives
We asked Australian mining executives
to share their broad perspectives of the
mining sector as they looked beyond 2022.
The outlook is optimistic
Over 50 per cent of executives from the mining industry saw an
optimistic outlook for the future. They were confident of growth
prospects over the next 12 months.
Interestingly, executives communicated more confidence in
the growth prospects of their organisations (63 per cent), than
the overall industry (58 per cent). Their confidence in their individual
organisations reflects a change in the trend from prior years, where
confidence at company level was declining. We believe this change
in position is driven by the resilience the industry has displayed over
the last 12 months and by the ongoing strong commodity prices.

Transaction activity to rise
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) again loom large over the industry,
with 46 per cent of those surveyed indicating they thought M&A
was the strategy most likely to be important in helping their
organisations achieve their growth objectives over the next three
years. 50 per cent nominated organic growth like exploration or
development and capital investments.
Against a backdrop of higher commodity prices and improved
equity markets, strong balance sheets are supporting miners
to transact. An increasing driver for transaction activity is the
organisational response to decarbonisation and energy transition.
Acquiring commodities, supplies and technologies that support
this agenda is more likely. On the flip side, there will be greater
consideration to divesting commodities whic work against it.
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Technology disruption
continues as an opportunity
It came through loud and clear that innovation and
technology transformation will continue to remain a
strategic focus for the mining industry. Failure to do
so will result in a loss of competitive advantage and
productivity gains not being realised.
This year a solid proportion of those surveyed were
relatively buoyant about tech disruption, with 75 per
cent saying they see technological disruption as more
of an opportunity than a threat. 42 per cent said that
rather than waiting to be disrupted by competitors,
their organisation is actively disrupting the sector.

ESG is here to stay
It was clear that the need to focus on environment, climate
change and governance is a strategic priority now. While
ESG has been discussed in the past, it is clearly now front
of mind for executives.
The scrutiny being placed on the mining industry is high.
What will be critical is for mining organisations to work
in collaboration with industry bodies, governments,
communities and other interested parties – and do this in a
transparent manner which is communicated to stakeholders.
ESG issues are top of mind for people across the globe –
from all walks of life. The challenge for the mining industry
will be to ensure the contribution it makes to the daily
lives of all people, and the significant efforts it is making
to drive the net zero agenda, are understood and known.
For executives, this will mean continuing to support ESG
as a strategic priority and using their positions as leaders
in the industry to communicate a balanced view, to listen
to what stakeholders say, and to respond accordingly.
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